
Blade Ta’var
That’s my Jam

1. Renegades by X Ambassadors - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1u-niluB8HI

	 This song matches Blade’s overall outlook on life. She follows her own rules, 
goes after what she wants, and isn’t afraid to do the unconventional even if its 
desertion or her own form of justice.  In addition, the song has a generally upbeat tone 
which suits Blade well.


2.  Vivir Mi Vida by Marc Anthony - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXnjy5YlDwk

 For your convenience (English lyrics): http://lyricstranslate.com/en/vivir-mi-vida-live-
my-life.html


“I'm gonna laugh, I'm gonna dance
Why mourn? Why suffer?
Start dreaming, laughing
I'm gonna laugh, I'm gonna dance
Feel and dance and enjoy,
you only live once
I'm gonna laugh, I'm gonna dance
Live, always keep moving forward
Don't look back”

	 This is Blade’s life when she isn’t fighting or training. This is her go to party 
music genre. It is sensual, full of emotion, and most importantly lots of fun. It shows her 
optimistic approach to life. 


3. Danger Zone by Kenny Loggins - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=siwpn14IE7E


“You'll never know what you can do
Until you get it up as high as you can go
Out along the edges
Always where I burn to be
The further on the edge
The hotter the intensity”

This excellently captures her fascination with Vaapad and her drive 
to be the best she can be. She always strives to discover her 
limits, even if it puts her in the danger zone.


4. Reflection by Mulan Soundtrack - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GWooGBya_nk
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“That if I were truly to be myself
I would break my family's heart

Who is that girl I see
Staring straight
Back at me?
Why is my reflection someone
I don't know?
Somehow I cannot hide
Who I am”

This song perfectly captures her relationship with the Church of the Force, her parents, 
the Jedi, and the Sith. Blade was always a good fit for the Sith Code, but she grew up 
trying to be a Jedi. If her parents knew she was a follower of the Sith Code they would 
be heartbroken. This would also strain her relationships with her friends that she made 
before she became a Sith. 


5. Fury of the Storm by Dragonforce - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5i7qZxICwgQ


“For victory we ride, fury of the storm” 

This song is a great representation of Blade when she is in the middle of using Rage or 
Vaapad. It is also a great song for when she is in the middle of a battle or battlefield as 
a marauder, especially the speed that she would use during battle. 


6. Darkness Dawning by Elsa Persson Larsec - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RLQcneb7fiU	 (lyrics in a comment on this link)


“Twisted limbs and twisted faces
Demons from the darkest places

But have no fear, I've come to save you
Trust in me that's all you can do
I lay to rest your fear and worry
Come to me! Come on, let's hurry!

This is where you find your ending
Welcome to a death so mending
You try to scream, your life is dimming
cause I'm from Hell and DOOM I'm bringing!”
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This song, particularly the above, is a great representation of her Justice at any Cost 
mindset. Blade would have no qualms or compassion with saving a bad guy by killing 
them. This song also speaks to the fact that as she continues this policy she will 
become a bad guy herself. 


7.  I’ll make a man out of you by Mulan Soundtrack - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=10KGEAcRy-c


“Let's get down to business - to defeat the Huns”

“Be a man
We must be swift as the coursing river
Be a man
With all the force of a great typhoon
Be a man
With all the strength of a raging fire
Mysterious as the dark side of the moon”

This song is a great representation of her upbringing as a warrior under her father’s 
tutelage. It also speaks to her personality as someone who can get down to business 
to complete the matter at hand. Lastly, TO DEFEAT THE HUNS!!


8.   Safety Dance by Men without Hats - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nM4okRvCg2g


This one is pretty simple. Blade loves to dance and she would totally dance to this 
song. She would also expect that her friends would be willing to dance with her. 


9. Forever young by Bob Dylan sung by Norah Jones - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7jEKY-3eNZc


This is a beautiful song that captures the wishes that parents have for their children. 
Her parents would wish this for her life, and Blade would wish the same for her 
daughter. (see wiki: https://wiki.darkjedibrotherhood.com/view/Blade_Ta
%27var#Rogues_.2835_ABY_-_39_ABY.29)


10. Hamster Dance by Hampton the Hamster - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=p3G5IXn0K7A


It just speaks to the soul. Shake that Fang!
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